Date raised

PC-Closed -1

Resident raised concerns about cars parked in front of
her house for multiple days.

PC-Closed -2

A car tyre is left at the intersection of Whitchurch High
Street and Hardwick road. Across from the Art gallery on
the grass triangle.

PC-Closed -3

Traffic congestion in the High Street: Resident is
recommending residents parking in the High street only,
also extending 20 mph speed limit up to Whitchurch Hill

PC-Closed -4

Branch is hanging off telephone leading up to 1 Hillside.

PC-Closed -5

Repair fencing by cricket field/Football field. Fence now
compromised from going through the fence. Owner of
Paddock concerned about exposed barbed wire
endangering their horses
Resident raised the following suggestions:
1. There are now a number of signs warning of the
possible presence of cyclists (ours are not the most
obvious), one extreme point without any such warning
is the approach at speed downhill through the narrows.
2. Is it possible during the school holiday to have
'School' emblazoned across Hardwick Road on the east
and west sides of Muddy Lane?
3. We have idiotic parking at the moment of a Mini
directly opposite the turn to Hardwick Road - police
action since it is extremely dangerous both for uphill and
downhill traffic as they approach that junction.

PC-Closed -6

PC-Closed -7
PC-Closed -8

Broken BT manhole caused hazard on Manor Road
Flatbed lorry backed into WOT Sign by bridge, bending
posts. Photographic evidence provided by resident.

PC-Closed -9

Waste bin pick-ups are missed on a regular basis from 914 Hillside. Residents have raised this numerous times
to SODC and Biffa but the problem keeps happening.

Members of the Bridge Club asked why the new
windows of the VIllage Hall were all frosted.
Also asked when the new lighting was planned for
PC-Closed -10 replacement.
Parent from the school and another resident parent
were concerned about the playground having an
unprotected view from neighboring homes after the
developer at the house adjacent to the school cut down
Leylandi and Hazel Coppices that don't appear to have
PC-Closed -11 TPOs or require planning permission.

Raised to

Recommended Actions/status
Jim updated the resident on the work
that TAPAG is doing to address long
Jim via
term parking in the high street and
08-May-18 phone call promised to keep them informed.
27 May: Cllr Donahue has taken the tyre
to the tip.
Reported to SODC Fly tipping 13-May-18 SODC
Reference 185487
Jim and Rachel discussed these issues
with resident at the Open Day so he is
aware of the options that are being
Letter to considered and that his feedback will be
PC with VP considered. Suggest a follow-up phone
22-May-18 Survey
call at a later date.
04 Jul: Branch removed by OCC - can be
closed.
Jim advised then to contact OCC to
Phone call request it be removed and tree trimmed
14-Jun-18 to JD
back.

Category

Status

TAPAG

No Further
Action
Required

Built Environment

Closed

TAPAG

No Further
Action
Required

Built Environment

Closed

Nov 2018: Sturdier fence construction
now complete to the satisfaction of the
resident. We may consider signage to
ensure users of the football field use the
style only for access of required in the
future.
11 Sep meeting: PC voted to contribute
£400 toward fence repair. Money paid
and repair are now underway. I'll work
with resident to post appropriate
signage to prevent this happening in the
future.
04 Jul: Keith and repaired the break in
the fence with another resident but the
owner would like to have something
more permanent and secure. The owner
Phone call provided 3 quotes from a fence builders
03-Jul-18 to JD
and asked the PC for a contribution.
Village Green

1. Resident agreed no further action
was required on the bicycle signage.
2. TAPAG agreed to investigating
flashing sign and 20mph as well as the
word "school Xing" painted on the road.
3. Rachel shared the agreement with
police on parking at the triangle at
23-07-2018 Email to JD Hardwick Road.
TAPAG
Jim raised to BT and Fix my Street as
urgent action. Provided temporary
cover for the hole. BT put up protect
Phone call barriers within 1 day and fixed the
30-Aug-2018 to JD
manhole cover within 4 days.
Built Environment
Sign has been straightened out and sign
31-Aug-2018 Email to JD is now back to previous position.
Built Environment
16 Oct: Residents say issue now appears
to be addressed.
09 Sep: JD raised to Rob Simister for
attention. Rob escalated this to the
Cabinet Officer for Waste Disposal.
04-Sep-2018 Email to JD
OCC Services
Referred them to Chair of the VH
Committee to provide background on
decision to make all windows frosted.
Oct OC meeting: Explanation provide
and feedback solicited from other VH
users and Parish Councillors who all
agreed they were fine and a great
improvement.
Lighting improvements will be looked at
as a priority as part of the Village Hall
improvements over the next 2 to 3
05-Sep-2018 Email to JD years.
Village Hall
It now looks to be resolved as Jim spoke
to the school Business Manager and
who said that the developer has agreed
Phone calls to erect an 8 foot closeboard fence to
24-Sep-2018 to JD
protect the view now.
School

Closed

No Further
Action
Required

Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Resident contacted Sarah and Keith about a map of
WOT that was hundreds of years ago. He thought would
PC-Closed -12 be an interesting picture to be hung in the village hall.
The water tap at the top of the green has rusted up and
can't be switched off. We think it will need replacing (or
fixed) and it would be good to do it before the frost sets
PC-Closed -13 in

15/10/2018 Sarah

Resident identified a long length of barbed wire in the
PC-Closed -14 trees along Muddy Lane that should be removed.

Map of WOT now raised on Village Hall. Village Hall
16 Oct: Asked Keith and VG WG to look
at this. It is switched off now. Keith to
advised that replacement is not
16/10/2018 email to JD required.
Village Green
24 Oct: Barbed wire removed by
members of WOTHabs.
18 Oct: Keith agreed to look at this with
18/10/2018 email to JD resident and remove it.
Village Green

Provided letter on background of the Goring Heath
Almshouse cobblestone planning issue. Requesting PC
PC-Closed -15 express support for this.

Email to
10-Sep-2108 Clerk

Sept 2018: Clerk sent email to Goring
Heath PC offering support.

Closed

Closed

Closed

Planning

Closed

Closed, issue addressed
No further action required by the PC
Total Closed May - November 2018
Categories
TAPAG - Traffic and Parking
Village Green
Village Hall
Built Environment
OCC Services
Planning
School
Open Spaces
Total

12
3
15

3
3
2
4
1
1
1
0
15

